Light microscopy has been a favorite tool of biologists for unlocking life's mysteries since Leeuwenhoek first focused light through a lens to study living microorganisms, or "animalcules," in the seventeenth century. Because of Leeuwenhoek's work and that of his successors, we know much about the morphological intricacies of subcellular organization. Since then, there has been a constant search for microscopy techniques to resolve ever-smaller working parts of the cell, culminating today in Nature Methods' technique of the year, super-resolution (SR) imaging, which captures biological processes at the scale of single molecules.
The path to today's SR technology has proceeded in stages. First, fluorescent tagging made it possible to detect specific cellular constituents. By generating antibodies and later proteins that fluoresce, it became possible to noninvasively image the interior of living cells. However, these tools faced a limit because light is imperfectly focused by a microscope lens, and because each object blurs into a spot having a diffraction-limited minimum size, much like the unreadable letters on the lowest line of an eye chart. Nothing below a quarter of a micrometer could be resolved, yet many cellular structures are much smaller.
This challenge was met initially by using not a lens but rather a very small aperture, positioned close enough to the sample that light does not have a chance to substantially diffract. This 'near-field microscopy' produced nanometer-scale images of molecules 1 and thus was the first generation of SR technique. It had limitations, however, because only the surface of a sample could be imaged and effective apertures were difficult to make. These problems were overcome by returning to the classical microscope design of placing lenses at a distance from the sample (that is, 'far-field microscopy') but using nonlinear optical approaches to reduce the focal spot size. Among the so-called illumination-based SR imaging techniques are stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy 2 and saturated structured illumination microscopy (SSIM) 3 .
More recently, what is called probebased SR imaging has been achieved using photoactivation localization microscopy (PALM) 4 and the related techniques stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) 5 ly labeled structures difficult to image. Using total internal reflection microscopy (TIRF) helps offset this problem, but clearly, more ways to minimize background noise and maximize photon output of fluorophores will be needed for maximizing resolution.
Fluorescent dyes generally have increased brightness and photostability compared to fluorescent proteins, but they have their own drawbacks. They cannot be genetically encoded and so must be targeted to the relevant protein using an antibody or other means. Antibody labeling is never very efficient and the large size of antibodies adds uncertainty to the position of the target molecule. Also, because antibodies do not permeate the plasma membrane, detergents are required to dissolve membranes for imaging molecules inside the cell and this can produce artifacts. Reversibly photoswitching probes such as cyanine dyes (used in STORM) have the further problem that once the molecule switches to a dark state, it can be reactivated and localized again. With repeated localization of the same molecule, the molecular distribution in the final highresolution image can be skewed and not representative of the true stoichiometry.
Sample-related problems in SR imaging must also be borne in mind. This includes artifacts that can arise from fixation, permeabilization and light exposure. The formaldehyde fixation typically used for immunofluorescence staining gives very poor ultrastructural preservation. To preserve ultrastructure in SR imaging, fixation conditions appropriate for electron microscopy are needed. Unfortunately, many of these conditions (using glutaraldehyde) can markedly diminish probe brightness and lifetime. Morphological changes due to fixation and permeabilization also need to be assessed by ultrastructural studies. Conversely, in live cell SR imaging the laser damage caused by the ultraviolet wavelengths typically used for photoactivation can become a problem.
In recent years, journals have instituted strict guidelines for the processing of images. As yet, it is not clear how SR images fall within these guidelines. In particular, PALM and STORM data in some important respects have more in common with graphs than with images. In a single image, color encodes both uncertainty and density of molecules, to create a map of the probability of finding a molecule at any position in space. Moreover, only select molecules will be rendered, according to how well they meet the criteria for being a tially make little sense. For example, there was enormous skepticism when electron microscopy first revealed the dense filamentous meshwork comprising the cytoskeleton. Cell biologists holding the view of cytoplasm as a dilute biochemical soup called the observations a fixation artifact. Unless the new discoveries by SR imaging are supported by complementary data obtained from other techniques, similar skepticism can be expected. Early electron microscopic discoveries accomplished this with supporting evidence from biochemical assays. Unorthodox SR microscopy discoveries will also need support from biochemistry, as well from electron microscopy. The latter is especially important as it provides the needed nanometer-scale resolution of cell ultrastructure to correlate with SR images. Hence, as the focus of SR microscopy shifts from novelty to biological application, careful controls using correlative electron microscopy and other strategies must be adopted to ensure the results are accurate.
Users of SR microscopy must also be sensitive to its current shortcomings. For example, different types of fluorescent probes carry trade-offs in their suitability for SR imaging. Fluorescent proteins can be genetically fused to any cloned cDNA, providing molecular specificity, but when overexpressed can aggregate or lead to mistargeting. Their distribution thus must be compared with that of functional untagged proteins or to that found in more weakly expressing transfected cells. Similarly, cellular autofluorescence or fluorescence from unactivated fluorophores can obscure the signal from single molecules, making sparsedense to be imaged simultaneously can thereby be resolved with nanometric precision and at unprecedented molecular densities (up to 10 5 molecules per µm 2 ). What this means is that biologists can now visualize the structures and processes of the cell at the molecular level. Using illumination-based SR approaches, the three-dimensional organization of distinct nuclear pore complex components has been mapped 7 , and protein clusters on individual synaptic vesicles 8 and in synaptic active zones 9 have been resolved at the nanometer scale. At the same time, probe-based SR approaches have permitted visualization of the single molecule distribution of proteins on diverse structures such as lysosomes 4 , Golgi apparatus 4 , microtubules 10 and clathrin-coated vesicles 10 with 20-30 nm resolution. Dynamic processes have also been revealed using illumination-or probebased SR imaging, including remodeling of focal adhesions 11 , movement of synaptic vesicles 7 , treadmilling of a bacterial actin-related protein 12 and the brownian movement of large populations of single molecules 13 .
Nevertheless, SR methodology must still prove itself to biologists as a reliable technique for achieving new biological insight. This will require correlating its results with those from complementary approaches, applying it with cognizance of its particular strengths and weaknesses, and developing standardized guidelines for interpreting SR data.
Because our ideas of molecular organization and dynamics are mainly in the form of conceptual cartoons, observations at the nanoscopic level may reveal things that ini-cell and therefore lack information about molecular ensembles. Thus, the study of protein assembly has been limited by a lack of spatially resolved, dynamic information on ensembles of molecules. SR fluorescence imaging techniques combined with live cell imaging and single molecule tracking (sptPALM) 13 can address this limitation, and can thus help to determine how the dynamics of protein assembly are coordinated. Protein clusters from PALM imaging can be unequivocally defined by their local molecular density, and information on dynamic protein cluster statistics and morphology can help to elucidate assembly mechanisms and identify defects.
These are only three examples of how SR imaging may contribute to open biological questions. But they illustrate well how, from Leeuwenhoek's tentative hypotheses about the nature of life's basic constituents, we have now progressed to the point where SR imaging should allow biologists to witness individual molecules and their organization, the building blocks for all living things. Commercial versions of both STED and PALM are now available, and the SR imaging revolution is bound to spread from there. In the hands of creative biologists, this new extension of the human senses should help uncover many of nature's secrets.
